Alien rule in Genoa and China Alien rule in Genoa and China emerged from social disorder emerged from social disorder
The institutions used to control the alien The institutions used to control the alien rulers and the rival subjects differ rulers and the rival subjects differ markedly in the two cases. markedly in the two cases.
The Genoese could impose much greater The Genoese could impose much greater constraints on the constraints on the podest podestà à than the than the Qing Qing could on could on the CMCS the CMCS Despite this, this comparison suggests that if Despite this, this comparison suggests that if conducted according to bureaucratic norms, conducted according to bureaucratic norms, even imposed alien rule can become even imposed alien rule can become accepted accepted --and legitimate and legitimate ----in time in time
(1) Role of third parties (1) Role of third parties
In cases where native society is rent be major In cases where native society is rent be major social divisions, competing groups cannot credibly social divisions, competing groups cannot credibly commit to a cooperative equilibrium commit to a cooperative equilibrium The foreign power can act as a neutral (third) party The foreign power can act as a neutral (third) party that makes it possible for competitors to cooperate that makes it possible for competitors to cooperate (2) Response to alien rule is contingent, 
